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FOREWORD

This literature review and kwestigation has been written in the context of a graduation

assignment, the was conducted within a large service orgsnization (Schutter% 1989). The me-

sort to write this report is lo present a tool to the training department of this organization kr

improve its pettormance.

The study took place in the period October 1988 - Febniary 1989. Special tholes should go to

André Refried* for helping me to find a representative sample of Iterates on Quality Ckdes.

Without the expertise of André I wouldn1 have been side to write this report at ail. My sincere

feelings of thanks also go lo Audrey Hattie for typing the first draft of this report and to drs.

Jose Gleskes for borrowing me a pile of useful litendure. Last bid not lust to dr. Wim NOW

and drs. Cass van Mew for supporting me and being creative and intellectual resources in

creating thoughts that are the fundamentals al this report.

Enschede, February 1989.

Ml Schutten
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Meng e Mot bh the use ot Quaky Mobs (0Ca) kr lea tort thee a hi too late? Most at 

the iNetbum has been mitten Were MU eel ths lab few years the popularly et Me OC 

concept seem, to be dectieng. WA 4 is cense* not too tete. In 1199 4 le meek b cfo what 

moverners so far. 
couldnt new been done S or 10 year* ago: make an enelliele of the fake* of the OC 

However, wiling a report on Quaky Mobs peens* aimed at proles:ion* wend% In the 

held ot Mach training and development present a major problem. The taw audiettes of this 

introduction on the weep* of Ms. 
Mon is not familiar a MI with the OC wow Therefore. 

4 is required to owl* an 

in Pan 1 of this report an beroduction kr the OC concept mil be presorted. legenew wier a 

sabre** on the stabs of the OC rnovernent in the oaf 1689. ChePter 1 kick* an owe 
irerocextion b OCe. Zaoice in ON* chapbr ars the delbition, history, growth. philosophy, 

fiVantation. Process and techniques 
et OCs. The areas at use for OCs will be dealt WM in 

chapter 2. These areas wilt be distinguished' the MUM the drawly and the ailIwaltaffanla 

are& in clover 3 will be presented an oventsw of what OCs can accempesit Topes hen are 

the mulls OCs can yleid. fictors Waft to success or talkie and the strabation et OCe. 

liscabe the bet three chapters are somewhat attermive to those uNcoroar win the OC 

cancel* ach chapter contains a summary as wet Pitt I conauoss with chapter 4, *Nemo 

the town of the QC movement *V be predicted Issues of OCs being a tad or hot the Ct Ob. 

definite statement on OCs. 

cyom, the shin In the Iterabare on OCs MI be discussed and the chapter wb finish with a 

Pan 11, altougb much smaller, contents Me comb option at this noon. Pad a inarafts m 

answer the bonbons, which we be preeectiwit h chlMor S. The rihk Main tem Ibr 

investigatbn we be clecuseed in chapter 0: the existeries ot *taxation specific belga tat 
iniebit the use of Ms and tha banstatablay 

et those factors b the Sob of boring and 

development. The bur aodIcations of Me bn trainag and deMaptneter. tubber et the wend 

main issue ter invesbgetbn and the reason b batiste this Abort, WI be dectidbed kw Mager 7. 
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1. AN INTROOUCT1ON TO ClUAUTY CIRCLES

To krplontoM Gully Mobs lbws has Mboadstsrtninsd support by mown ant a Mat In

pot* and a willingness to provide am Itainkat that has prown so atasntlal. &my

organization Is mods up ot &Wont pea" WA dratront problem& TM& ot Ovally Cadss.

not as a turo-ar, but as a unique tool with whittle gamma a n &Maxima in sWIth mots

soh" their own problems:

Donald L Dewar.

Quay is dims for us*, plus reliability, *Owed at a manwtsbie prim

Frank M. Goma.
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1.2 Maw and Mose Of:WV Cholas

1 .2-1 adagukaakoi

Net Wald War II the Japanese hod to rebuild their country. Wore Im air the world viewed

Jepson pmeLols as low plod ard of shabby golly. ifie Jositese WIN Met ler a leap

tem NOM, they hod to change their ourey Into a potrialhe aeon* Gummi Osugloo

Machtlew asked the U.S. Grammer* to send sown le MO boller gm* oriel
methods to the Japanese. At OW Ilem the cone. of Weft edify °Maim papas In the

U.& However, In the U.& training was aimed prima* al speololiMe In only col*

departments.

In the Os 401 Mem Edwards Deering arrived in Ana Dewlv MON teattilv the

Japanese technioss in statilicel qua* contra He amend thot omens In a COMM/

needs to plan, Med data, ansYse and construct hie wont le popery mintin quay. These

concepts made up the Deming-whoa Deming isturnedb Joon again and again.

in 1964, Joseph M. Juran joined and Marled teaching the moot of OM golly =Oa The

%Ally control training was a lop-down approach. The Paining programs Ind were aimed at top

MI:WM at Japan's Waft Mall oorroonles. Other coumse then were pailded tor

upper,. and middle-movement. The Japanese Union of &IOW and Engineers QUM

helped Mortally with training foremen. The large number of foremen caused unusual

instructional methods: trainbg courses were broadcest on nstionei mdb and copies at the

broadcast text were sold at newsstands.

Foremen were encouraged b call upon their milkers b solving (tropisms. Movement

decided to provide Veining to weekers on a vokintary basis. 1.1961, Kaoni Ishikom, under the

sponsorship of JUSE, Integrated the theories at Maslow, Herzberg and McGregor (see ascdon

1.3) and the quality concepts taught W OsOng and Jumn. The maul was called Wally

Control Circles. The first Circles were registered welt JUSE ciAng May 1962. From that Vine

on. emplayees from top to bottom waking within Op commies that used Me concept al

oalty corer*, were farnist WM thls concept.

I
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Japan's shabby amity Mop 'moved mat*. Lk 1970 the welly of Jarmo made was

no longer conk:Wed I. Todry Awn is viewed a mast one omen in high ranking

wally MOAN In a nurnber of fields: warns, cwt. %Wean esta ado NIL Wepraled

&arks, aradera

Jew's seats on rpially control can be eurnmarized In a sapoint program to manias quay

MO* MIN:
- way audb,

nalloawide promodon for good csality.

- away trainIng"

UN of higher MIMI method&

naloavolde quay control activities,

- Oually Circles.

OCs we thus not the only COMO of Japan's current leder:hip in quality. To say oth Gra

(1961): 'Circise were a drama element, but only one element of Japanese noratedurers

maser. In the Ws. Me use of OCs alone saves the Japanese 201. 26 Won dollars a yew.

SW workers soMnp problems Is an old Idea. Inple (1962b) mentions a nuraer of commies

thst used this apes Op.

The tremendous Japanew wrens Mus started with two Maim scandals teschkg wally

concepts, aidouph CON (19110) thinks that the Japans sallinpness to give al the wed W

American experts Is mleleadap in this regard% Juran (1961b) disooveted Worst the MOM of

OCs In othsr countries that 'none of these attained the results achieved by the Japanese. So

who performed the mkacler.

In the U.S. the first article on Japanese way Control Circles was published In 1967. One of

the first reported krydementations 01 OCs In the U.S. was In 1970 at Smith One instruments.

Often Lockheed is considered to be the first to 'mama OCs In 1974. The meg%

Implementors at Lockheed were W.S. Raker. D.L Dewar and J.F. Beardsley.

In the We 70s, the concept of OCs staled booming In the U.S.. with a peak In the say 1105.

The use of Wain the U.S. diem from that In Japan. The Iterature reviewed In this report will

almost conaletely deal with the use and effects of OCe In the U.S.

9
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122 EarsambamiasickailiSksim

Although there vote earlier irraismereMons in the U.S., Localised is wasIN itrawn as the

carom MIN% the use of aCe in the U.S. In 1974 at a unit of the Loddmed Weiss end

SP= Company in Sunnyvale. Callow& my 1he end ol 1971 tabloid MI 11 aft es
amount Mat had added by 1977 (Pante and Wow. 1955). In 1976, 25 cionmeniss were

involved (Grime. 18111). Ramming and Dar (19112) aim* Mat in 1960 more Shen 3,000 aCe

had been inpiemented in more Man 500 cmganisalions. In 1985 Iwo sellmeled that 90% al

the Foams 500 ems had Oat (Larder and Wham, 1186).

Ban (1263) bound Met Mere were about 1,200,000 OCe on a workteide belie, InvolAng

12,000,000 empbyees. The figures for various pads of the wodd we as follows:

aCe

Japan 1.000,000

Korea ICON

Rest ot Asia (e.g. CNna, Tatman) 50,000

South America (mostly BraiM 50,000

United Slams 25.000

Canada 2.500

Mexico 1,000

France 1,000

U.K., Belgium, Germany, Netherlands, Demerit. Sweden and NolvisY 1,500 4

Gryna (1981) reports aim, 1.000,000 registered (with JUSE) and unregistered OC's in Jew.

each circle soMng about 3 problem a year. Mist We me a vay strong tool tor improvernents

In Japan hes been shown W Fulls (1981). He gives the amount of 860.000 Ideas, generated

by 48.400 Toyota ernployese and 1,270,000 Idea generated tri 58.300 Nissan emokrrees in

1980. In both companies 85% of the generated ideas WM implemeMed. These Ides@ are only

a by-product (l) of OC outcomes. Record flans on the use of OCs were not found in the

Merely', »viewed.

10
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1.13 Thiambiki.B196111

UMW and Molmnen (196$) explain the U.S. populerity at °Cs plans* by the Nooses of

high-calsilly Japanese prokscto at cornmeal priose in Me bids noted 160,41. Trying to

explain this Japanese wOOses and the favourable prat woes of es* uses of OM in the

U.S. led pope came to see OCs as a way for U.S. cortpanisa to regin commetilivenese.

Lawlor end Mobrnen beer explain the OC success by tour Means of QM:

1. 0C-pmgranw we bombe: menagement can buy bombe induces at Axed prices.

2. Because OCs dont have to Involve everyone, =moment can try them by alaning just

one or a few; so without much costs, effort and tisk.

3. ManigerS dont have to give up my control or prerogatives, because OCs have no

dectsion-meldng power. Management can easly rabbets CiCs if they want to.

4. Quality Circles are (were?) a fad; every imager has to try them.

Hulshof (1967) notes that the peek In the 0C-Inlemet in the U.S. ocaired in 1961. Al* 1961,

the 0C4ad stalled fading. The question if OCs really are a tad Or a CUNOM will be mewed In

section 4.1.

1.3 Philosophy of Quality Circles

1.31 Malioniketha

The piloeophical bacloground of OCs consists of the motivation theories by Maslow (1954),

Hertzberg OM and McGreglw (1960). It was Kaoru ishiltawa who tied these theories to the

concept of quality control in 1961.

Masioves concept of a hismery at neede, (Xs appeal to the highest level regisirements for

sel-esteern and sell-fulliment. Hertzberg's statement Is that motkation must be found in the

welt bell by incorporating leaning, direct communication, feedback. responsibility and

11
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receardEnk OCo ripped to We concept. ot are at int supposed to do se. McGregor. theory

Y says thet the intelleclual potential of Vie employee should Ito monnied. MOW Thnerns

the assumption that a person doesn't Irawnrity dike work wad Sr many mon pimple we

able to croneibule ~keg to the solution of orgeronel problems then do ex A alkyd of

Maslow and Hallberg can be fond in Thiry and Koopmen4wema MK.

1.32 IbnELZ

Ons of the beet known modem menagement theorise is Ouchi's (1911) Theory Z. Theory 2 Is

not a theory the OM are based upon but a theory thet Nes to win Ws moons of OM end

other phenomena found to be conirtiling to Japan's wilver moons in the wodd.

In hi attempt to do tNs. Ouchi mites a Memos between the way Amens* run a Matisse

(Theory A) and the way the Japanese we apt to do thst (Theory 4 Mar a thorough analysis

of Theory J Ouchl discovered the, Theory J Is not fuli applicable in Amnon nasty.

Therefore, he suggests Theory2 is a est of prescriptions how employees should be monied

for moused induct*.

Theory Z is the American version of Theory J. In essence, they are the same. One of the

characteristics of both theories Is whet Many and Mansfield (19114) cal the 'ignited ding

idea (...) Met other departments within an organization are conskiered the 'arsimer. Every

department is responsible tt delivering only good quality products to the next group of users..

°ochre Theory 2 has had a tremendous irriped on thinidng abod h awl:atom should be

nm. Despite this impact there alio has been critique on Theory Z. Sullivan (1993) for wands

OttOSSOS that Theory Z is limited supported by research fIndngs and INN Ouchre geounding ci

the theory In humanistic mennoinant *ems unwaffanted.

1.3.3

Yager (1990) online the application of Ws relation to behavioral science concepts. which he

theirs are 'sow* devetoped in a Guilty COW because the CC process Is based on 'sound,

proven concepW. It is useful for the understanding of the OC concept to see what behmloral

science concepts are related to whet 0C-applIcations.

12
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Randall 119111) uses To Mors 'The Thad Weve' (1110) to emieln the ideas behind CM that

mska Oes one of the Whom* tor now and tor the Mae. According to IMMOCies are 'an

oppoduraly and a olullenge with urinated posibes tor modem, employeesand WOW.

Renders frecsmr* reformed Mk* and Wises Third Wave Mar all ars more Wow than

Viey on Mt sight look UM to those unturillw with Wises wok

Metz (19111b) km** referenced made as well foresees Mel U.S. organizations to valve

with the needs and expectations of both workers and society *wet adept Wax to meet the

'messing challenges of the M. The six chellengss he then ralles resemble the ones in

Rendairs artic*.

13
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14.2 Ibt SliarloegamMilit

The Steen%) Cannata, sometimes referred to as operating comndlee, is an atrieely Mt*

composed ot normalities 01 Mi Me major element ot an agenktation. The Steering

Camillo sets the auditing* or emits impeding the WM at pants 0011 May undertan,

mambo for joint Mations Warm managemen and the OC program, nalasine molds

on OC pmgress, calm knproremeas and pram*, promotes the OC program orgenization

wide, mews trng program* and Medals and supports the tadkalors functioning.

Goldstein (1995) found OM idea generation is *Wad when the Mho*/ gradient * N.. He

thinks the long GC chsin hos the effect of suppressing the generation of Ideas trough

OVOIC011101 and Matelots suggests thM it should Mice 'a stewing comae* Mons

overseeing the OC's having a vortical organizational slice as Is membership to play dorm the

hienvonal position'.

1.4.3 IbLraffdlnalat

Because a coordinator is only useful when then ars about eight or mom OCs In an

organization and this chapter is supposed to be an introckictory one, no further attention will be

paid to the coonilnalor. It will suffice to note thot a coordinator primarily is the imitator of the

facilkators. The tasks of the coordinator are included in those of the Steering Committee.

1.4.4 niacin&

A Facilitator is a key person to the success of a OC program. The Facilitator coon:tinges OC

activities throughout the orgerization, is responsbe for joint relations between the OCs and

the Steering Committee and between al the OCs In operation and man* the baking

programs for the OC leaders, members of the Steering Committoo, and middle and top

management. The Facator needs to be kerbs and carefully minted. At (Meant times, the

Facitelor may be called upon to function as a teacher, trainer, counselor, promotor, madam

public speaker, community liaison and internal politicien lbe careful selection of a Facilitator Is

Important (0is is 'speck* emphssind by Metz, 19111a).

15
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.4-5 MIAOW

The OC Seder Is Me ftmedde supervisor of the wodt grcup or a walker warfter of the

OC. The OC Seder S mftonsible for the oftallon of the CIC, the sonifted Irate dike 00

members, the enoangsmero of full maw partiolailon and the mehilimeele ci maw

enthusleda Then is no gramma In the OM., an the amnion ate should be the GC

Nader: the supervisor or a co-wedcor member.

A Owed poet Is one Goldstein makes on the Clyde Near It Is OMNI Wisely a ix

needs a leader. I the leader is a supeMeor, the Wholly of mita oan Me the generallon

of ideas. A roamer WNW from lie menterehip (...) probity would be more offeolte than

timing a tonal leader on the OC'.

1.4.6 Ibunicolam

For all kwolved S OCs, but especially for OC mentors, the following code of Gonad should

be obeyed:

- each minter should participate.

calcite teas, not persona.

each one teach one,

each member is tree 13 express his or her ideas,

each member must ester' respectfully to other suggestions.

OC work on a poled is a group prdect,

- start OC meetings on time mid end on time.

Goldstein makes some special suggestions tot the organization of OC members. Merribership

should be chenging and cseenweness should be encouraged. The eke of the CC (less than

121 depends on the needs of the ftialion. The work group keel should not amass the

=whom* of the OC on two grounds: the wok group 'may be too large did. If 1 is not, 01

sentience buldup wil MN the CC'. It Is wiser to establish a single OC within a huger work

group, thus allowing tor pedodc rotation of its membership. To canards with )okislekt 1 the

QC %Item Is to be elective, the membership of the doles should be drafting,

heterogeneous aid drown from as wide a net work of people as possible'.

16
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1.5 Welty Cbcle proms and techniques

1.5.1 Thaamoma

The general probism eohlrig moss le composed of the phases identification and aneVele of

the problem, followed by planning, implementlon and evalustion of the solution. App lyre OC

technitaies, the followeig sk basic actkilles are generally employedc

1. defining the problem,

2. collecting films* information,

5. irweellgeling and sniping the data.

4. generating eobitions and choosing one,

5. presentetion of the findings to menspernent.

5. invismentation (not always done by OC) and evaluation of solution.

17
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An ocanile of how Moly Circles owes Is given in exhibit 12 (copied kw Chem 011113):

1 Problem bisnilleation
- Members
Monegement
Caws

4

MIlldillIMIII

#

II Undone implemsmed
Menagernent
Members

- Others

I
ihmspment Decision I

Net Required

Problem WNW
Members wily

3 Daft gliteM. II verity
adelmes and sops d
problem
Members

PROM anima to
deismine mums

Members
011ters imbed by monism

i
S Das plaiting anelysis and

decision as lo Into cense
hismbere
Ohms holed by mentors

Management presentation
to NOM solutions

Members
Invited guests

"Albeit gsnsrated tor
nocentrrandadon to
management

Menagemont Decision amend

Exhibit 12: A Walk Cede proem.

1/1
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13.2 Iggligma

During the 0Oorocess, OCa can use a variety of Morns. (Dewar, 1944; Oryna, 11111:

1912b); Yaw 19110: WAN and Tyson. 1913):

- brainsforming,

sanding. alio oiled dila gsthedng, data collection.

- cause and sled MOM% IN caNd beams, Ishkase - degrat.

- Now Itrabte. deo called 99 - 20 Me,

- preeentalion IsMOBIss.

- check sheets.

rostograrns.

coati chats.

stratilkdion,

NSW &wens,
- caw Mudy.

Techniques effectively in colecoing information are drodi shuts, Pared, lahlkossa ard otlw

Mils, Noboru's, control charts and sanding. Technlyms effectively In investigating and

analyzing the data we brainstorming. Pwsto anakst cause and effect analyst ard

presentation sIdlis. The latter, presentation skills, are roost indortant for presenting the

proposed sobtlons to monogamy*.

The acquisition of the technicyas tor use in the OC proceu is one of the main pompomof a

OC training program. The OC training program will be dealt with in chaplet 7. Information on

the question what the deferent techniques are can be found in Ingls (19112b), Dewar (11164)

and Gym (1961).

1.9 Summary of Chow 1

A Quality Circle is a group al less gun 12 endbyase doing similar wordwho meet nude/ to

iderilly, analyze and one at a time, a** work-relied problems and yawl proposed

solutions to management Both mansgsment and Circle could indlement the sotdons.
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Litman el the OC we um* trained M moblem soktv techniques and gaup processes.

TM Ora leader Veils Me madam. lambent* Is vokmbry (although Met shoutal be

stressed) and should be dread% hstaegensous ard damn hem is wide a name* et

people as possible. Mesa° regal* epic* means one hour per weak.

Kara Wm* odpineled the concept a away Carat Chess M 10111 by tying 10(011111r Ste

motivation theories ot Maslow, Hertsbeig and aoGrepor and the =mot et oidl# control

taught by Owning and Arran. GCB are one of the implandlons lor the earmous warheads

success a *an star World War N. Ws started d become very popular In the U.S. M the

late 70's and we now used on a =Wald, bads.

The SIRICUIDZI Of WS WNW an organisation is as Was. Each QC hes a Ord* leader. A

tacaaler Is the intemedlasy between oft and the asedng oorrendee. The awing

correrdles should Include al least a ha persons ham higher-Wel menepsment ard ewe as

an overall pianos and support tor tadllators and CICs.

Technicpws Madly used in the CC pooses we braInstoming, arming casse and Wed

diagram" pars% analysis. presentation techniques and data deploying techniques.

ao
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2.1

T
he

problem

arm

O
rigealP

y

in the

W
s

W
s

in Japan

w
ere

used

to anelyze

and

solve

redly

aortal

problem
s.

T
herefore

they

w
ere

called

O
uaP

Y

^etre

C
ecile.

Later

on,

w
hen

the

use

of O
C

s

becam
e

m
ore

advanced,

they

w
ere

applied

to W
ier

idnds

of

pm
blem

s.

T
he

W
ebs

evidence

w
as

the

use

of new

Ism
s

to refer

to G
uilty

C
ored

M
eer

M
aley

C
ircles,

E
m

paryes

P
arociption

G
row

s

and

ishu

K
W

railO
nO

lnO
U

S

see-

m
anagem

ent"

in the

Japanese

see

M
usty

w
e

the

best

Iow
an

exam
ies.

A
cceding

to C
ote

(1980),

the

w
oe

control

ki C
osily

C
ontrol

M
ess

has

com
as

tones

In the

U
.S

.

w
hich

m
ew

firm
s

prefer

to avoid.

A
nn

(1990)

cells

e a m
yth

that

the

O
C is to be

used

solely

IP solve

problem
,

In product

w
ally.

T
hey

can

be and

w
e

beinp

used

to solve

problem
s

in productivity,

safely,

cost

reduction

as

w
ell

as

quality.

.1uran

also

notes

the

it is a m
yth

that

O
C

s

can

m
ike

a m
ajor

coritribution

to the

sokition

of w
ally

problem
s:

'the

contribution

can

be signilicant

but

not

m
ajor.

M
ost

of the

com
panys

quality

problem
s

nut

be solved

by the

m
anagers,

supervises

and

professional

specialists'.

In relation

to this

Jean

(1991b)

found

that

O
C

s

at best

have

a

10%

share

in the

Japanese

w
ally

revolution.

G
ryna

(1961)

and

C
ols

(1980)

erriphasIze

that

O
C

s

'are

not

a panacea

for

solving

m
otor

m
ansgetrA

int

rsiatiO
ns

or

Im
proving

w
ally%

In a study

in the

Japanese

steel

industry,

repotted

by

C
olard

(1981),

it w
as

found

that

the

division

of
O

C

problem
s

over

the

different

topics

w
as

as

follow
s:

-
costs

19.3%

-
safety

19.3%

cluilam
eni

- gib*

16 %

- efficiency

11.7%

- rilinS
gS

frieni

5.6%

-
defects

5.4%

- other

topics

6.1%
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=t5

Although GC* re *plied beyond malty pmblerre they type* are not supposed le deal

with problems inrolorg pay. vroddng condemn. WM* PIM Ind Ss Ori (s4 Rona

1981).

Oryne (1981) dMdes problems Cies can work on in Iwo astegoder

1. Proems with Ms pocket or mosso These rimy Mclude essay. pockeimitt cost

redaction. safety. process core% equipment pollution owlet stoelsra.

2. Problems Mat create bustrallons *the woe*. These me, be assoesied wet Ms job or

the swimmer*. Main purpose is to Mown the mews* wale.

Whom frustration problems mat these are often experienced as 'heavy problem.

Enmloyess feel strongly about getting the frustration problems oorrecled before they we work

on product are process problems. In Melon to wed* product mid proms problems.

Dewar (1984) states that When a Ckole has peeled the poinf 4.; *puling out ter end sees

looking ahead for ways of preventing theme hes achieved a major milestone. This is a lonn of

quality conscbusneu that Insures the essay wi be buil into the product and not Inspected

in% The content area of CU wit be further discussed M section 4.2. where the Velem Circle'

(:.4etz 1N1b) is **Wad.

2.2 The cultural area

Probably most myths about Jew deal with the Japanese mem. It is often heard that Ms

Japanese success could never be copied by the Western world. because 'we dont have the

Japanese culture% Fortmetely. Whorl who have been in Japan tor extended periods strongly

dews* with the former statemsnt.

Cole (1980) stresses people should be Geste 'not to MI victim to the troth of Japanese

Wird". mil tact is that the Circles do nc4 wort very well in many Japanese companies.

Even in those pleas recognized as haveg the best operating programs. melee** Imo*

that perhaps only ore third of Vie Circles we working wet with mother third borderline and

2 7



one Ilizd elm* miting no oorldbution at if. Cob further teems bet It is also often thelognI

that few adeptellons need to be made lo Iippti the OC zonoept is U.S. amputee rind that fhb

is waif* not the arc He awls flat U.S. oompanise have to slept OCs 101 the needs

of American msnagsmsnt, =dam NW Unionli

Arran (1NO: 1981) discusses the with b cowing the Japan OC practice on bask of

applcatkm. LIM Coie. Juran emphasizes the need to adapt the OC concept to the own radium

OCs and a people's culture should be compels. One of the masons for JapszYs MUM is

the fact that they made the OC bnoaPt 001nPflfein wain II* culkIn1

Whet appears to Jismn to be ()ammo elements in ail cater

1. There le a need to increase *vb.( job interest and morals through PlintIPMInn in

problem solving and decision meld%

2. All workem have creativity and all can 'oe trained to use this natural creel* In job

maim soking.

3. The tools and techniques most frequently used in problem solving are very simple and

easy to learn, even by workers of =deb education.

Ingirs (1982b) opinion on this topic is that the phibsophy of Ws Is 'valid for all cultures, and a

program succeed anywhere as long as the people involved show continued determinstion,

MI power, and commitment'.

Lawler and Mohrman (1985) notice some differences between American and Japanese OC

programs. First. Japanese OCs give greater errphesis to statistical quay controL Second. OC

merrbers often meet in their van time rather than during woddno hours. Third, in Japan all

employees usually receive a financial bonus, that in flourishing times could reach 50% of Ole

fixed salary.
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Cole (n Zemke. 1260a) found * basic prIncOles MONprectleed in Japanese bushiest

1. Must your employees.

2. thud metope loyally to the =Marry.

2. Met Wi treating and heat ernplrfses resources whioh. I iSsd, wa Odd

ecenento Man to the Inn.

4. lisoognize enybyee acconyishments.

S. os.msID. dechion meldng.

S. Asgard we* as a =oversaw Obit %AA walkers and mangers doing the job logetifer.

Fua (1961), Ike Cote, sees an adoption of the quality concept. Impaled from lite U.S., hi the

Japanese culture. Walt *stens In Japan are based on the foam*, prefolpler

employment, a reward structure based on age and yesescf swoloyrnent, unions are orgenized

per =imam and the from lop to bottom shored opinion that the comae, le a conssunity.

None of these taw prkiciples is a compulsory characteristicof a OC. Also to Goldelein (19116)

and Arridar and Overholt (1962) oAiral relection Is not a truly oonvincifig explartalion of OC

false.

The most convincing way to daft the relation between OCs and the culture may be the

Mowing words, spoken by Ka= Isi*awa an Ingle, 1262a):

'Malty Circle activities are rapidly growkg in many countries such as Taiwan, the United

States. (4 and the Weed Kingdm. Judging from the common acceptance of ate Outlay

Circle concept. I am convinced that Malty Ckt* activitieshave no sociosconon* or cultural

limitations. MAMAS NV human beings wherever they Om and Quality Oft* activeles can be

dissen*sted and implemented anywfwe u the wodd for human benefit:

2.3 The organizettonsi area

As with the cultural area. In the Niemen there has been found no evidence or indications that

OCs cennot be used In any type of orgenization. Although OCs originally were wad in

assembly or menulacturing operations, more and more blinks, schools, pdsons, dawdle&

hospital& retail stoms and other nownwerfacludng organizations use Ws. Kimetknes with

24
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even MOM SIM= than in industry (e.g. Yeast 1980; Chose. 1983: M)Ia. 1981; Go MOW,

191151.

Mao the size of the organization 6 no obstacle to the success of OCs. Taw (1990) believes

that and orgonlzations have notch more S3 gain from using OCs than do thegiant conmonies

who started OCs in the U.S.

However, in the extensive Merattn reviewed on OCs in education it wee found Mat

orgenizations in (higher) education could be showing obstacles So the arsiementation of OCs

(Lawson and irdros, 1985; Holt and Wagner, 1983; Steele et al, 1987; AWIs. 19112). More

atisrolon to OCs in education will be paid In 01191Ort

That OCs are epplicolde in all types of organizations 6 no wwranty thud they wet mitt in any

individual organization. Some mete perfectly clear that OCa don't succeed in some InSvidial

organizations (e.g. Metz. 1981a; Steel and Shane, 1918). In choler 41 will be shownthat the

Mont to witch an *ionization is able to adept to a OC friendly environment is the one of the

most important issues for the survival of the OC movement.

2.4 Summary of chapter 2

Although OCs originally were used to solve quality control problems, they can be used and are

being used to solve problems in quality, productivity, cost reduction, safety, process meet

equipment, pollution control or whatever work-related problems. For many seas the most

animist kinS of problems to solve we problems that create fiustrations for the waiter (also

see section 3.1 on intangibie results).

OCs can be used and are being used in ail cultures and types al organizations, though they

will not suit every individual organtzatioit The secret of successful OCs is that the orgenization

who uses them is able S3 adapt the OC concept to their own Mau* and their own

cagonization. Even if the orgonization may genstate some obstacles to the use of Cies.

management should not be discouraged to melte an effort to 1st the application of OCs

become a success.
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F.

3. CUAUTY CINCLU: WHAT CAN SE ACCOMPUIHOD?

3.1 lessults thee Welty Probe can yield

3.1.1 IKEMILIMMIDALBIlla

The use ot Cies is not restricted to quality prcalems. so the results we not mailed to

improvemeres In guilty. The results ot Ws have a dose relationship with the ablectives ot

CICs. Tho ablatives show whet the results (Idealy) should be Ike.

The management of the Japanese steel Industry being asked why they supported the CC

activities, the mein results ot using OCs they saw were (Collard, 1961):

improved notion (with workers) of problems 33 %
improved teamworl: 20 %

improved willingness to work 18.5%

Improved work atmosphere 17.5%

- knproved productivity 15 %

mutual understanding 13.5%

improved knowledge. skills and techniques 19 %

The above study clearty shows that the experienced knprovemerts are primarily knprovements

in human functioning and mind. lniprovements Inside the workers. This flts with Grre's

(1281) &Won of CIC benefits into two categories: improvement ot the altitude and behaviour

of people at al levels of the organization and measurable savings from Circle prolate. The

first category is also called ireangible results while the second category is called tangible

results.

Many consider the intangible results OCs can yield as more knportant than the tangible results

(Juran. 191I1b: Coyne, 1961; Lawler and Motorman, 1987: Randall. 19111). Although moot

authors think thet intangible results can't be menaced (therefor* trey cat them Intangbe).

Mourey and Mansfield (1964) awnt that intangible benefits are as real and noticeable as

tangbiss, if you know where to look. Measures are e.g. employee turnover and absenteeism. If

27
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these have decreased. this can be a sign of success. A closer look at some Mamba and

tangible mats will be *en below.

3.12 SEDIJIMMOilallt.fflaili

Orme (1061) nude a dem analysis of the poselie Mambo benefits of OCe. He Wes a

dfference between OCir elects on IndMicluskr charactedellos, on individuele mall= WM

others and an wodmrs and their EAMON toward the comosny. These inlengible rewAsshow

the motivation Moodie of Maslow. Hertzberg and McGregor that underlie the QC-oenoept.The

transfer of Wombs results can be kik:reseed by a rolling membership of the OC. Most

flambe results only work for the QC members. TangibM results on the ,00ntrary moeily wok

for everybody in the work area.

Effects on IndMduals characteristics am:

- Circles enable the incrvidual to improve pemonal capabilities

- Circles increase the indMcluair seff-rsamet

Circles help workers change certain personslity characteristics

Circles help WCWICOM develop the potential to Wane the supervisors of the future.

Effects on indMdualt relations with others am:

Circles increase the respect of the supervisor for the workers

- Circles Vaasa the workere understanding of the difficulties faced by supervisors

- Circles increase management's respect for workers

Effects on workers and their attitudes towards the company are:

- Circles change some workers' negative attitudes

Circles reduce conMct stemming from the worldng environmerd

Circles help workers to understand better the reasons why many problems cannot be solved

Wick*
Circles involve workers more actkely in their jobs

Circles instil in the workers a better understanding of the importance of product quality.
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Goldstein (1985) found that Oes were claimed to have:

- raised level d erofloyes morale

increased wisdom motivation and job satisfaction

improved commuNcetion

- changed the emphasis in problem solving from fire Wiling to prevention

- oriented the commitment to job and organization and probions in e.g. quality. safety aid

waste

reduced the reliance on authority to get Stings done

developed people

trained leaders and supervisors

- introduced an odentation to learning

enhanced the coordination of wok

- reduced vertical and hodzolai demarcations over owners* of problems

- developed into strong co-operative teams.

3.1.3 Some tangible resulti

There are numemus tangible results i.-.)Cs yieki. The most important categories are: (e.g.

Goldstein, 1955: Male. 1982):

- improved quality.

improved productivity.

- enhanced safety.

reduced costs,

- reduced waste.

reduced delivery times.

Tangible results mostly work for everybody in the work area, not only for OC mentors.
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&I-4 itaggiamaida 

A special camerae needs lo be mesa about the biases OCe in the Iliambso are ceshad 

be yield4 Many ashore dein a saves * coat mat ea to 10 &Mel by tee or seen man 

M.g., Yager, 1904 Fact ta that there are numeteue ertaReiee et coat secloge up lee of 

thousands Of dollars a yew (e4. ay**. 1001: P.C. Thermion, 1004 but thee suconteful 

wale* makev any a area part of al Netemened Ws. Whha and BO* Mee found 

the roffixedkg oorressies. 

t mo ro . wo m baly 
of 

wood ferasys savings to cost rebut of less than one lo ate In 7'0 paced 

More authors stress the I is dangerous to beam that OCit guarense success or Me they 

we a ptinaces tor Mel% problem (Usk Cole. taft: Junin, Int Om Met 

Mak 12124 (oblet% Meg rem to Mk problem es °Cs denied to be )1entiof-alleades' 

and 'moment of nonr. An evaluatoo on the resuls of Ms, both tenabo ofld 414100104 to be) 

klareible. measumd in brood rangs of aeranizatone. has not been found In the Meranow rte 

largest part el the Informonon restricts to case studies of inteicket organizations. meek 

successful ones This one-sidedness of the reviewed Menem rage be a came to the 

etleawatfld aseactattalle that Melly argertetetbes ham regeating the kreemersatton of OCs. 

3.2 Factors leading to emcees or tenure 

th the Iterature, dozens of lacers bating to the success or talum of inetementke OCs Imo 

an orgenizanon hem been found. Among the more extensive desalpoom of these factors era 

Yager (Ivei), W. The/peon mu Myna (19en. Pitt Sailors and Brady (1907) and Juran 

Moo (1002a. 10020) and MeM MON- 
(mot However. the dee:di:none coverkv the whole army of factors best were found to be in 

Metz ezamires four key factors whet determine the differmette between success or tam 

1. Not assessing managerial and organizatione madness of OCe. 

2. Not doing adecputras start-up and Implementation planing 
3. Not ezercisino care In the Meow of the teaser. 
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4. Not moognillm Me organization development imploations C1Cs (Le. Implemsrelno OCs

aim means irrolementing more parlicIpellve ~ea) .

For Ingle R S most invading WM evelybodi In the campers underlaisk the presiples

thoroughly and Wrsismeris them property. Ways to achieve success NSW*: (bend an ingis

1111121*:

establish a suitable atmosphere 1or the program

obtain commie!** from top managemeM

select the figit people and the VII area tor inpemereation

select objectives for the OC program

expose people to the OC program

- inform and convnunicale about the OC progress

keep the program voluntary

- use a proper training program: Ws crucial

start slow wd It grow **sly

be open and positive

- monitor OC progress and chstges

have a clear and open knplementation policy

give proper feedback on OC recommendations and do it quickly and don't be hard on OCs

- be SUM of middle management support

- involve union and union members from the beginning (seems to be more important In th9

U.S.)

give recognition ti OC members

- keep the OC illosophy present that OCs can yes* in every astute. type of organization

and for all people

avoid presenting the idea that OCs we a penman, discourage high expectations

provide Adent financial support

- doni mix OCs vat other, gawks. seaming
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mow deer Met Mang a OC means hard working3 AC meeting is not a tea and chatMaw

don't replan %gory r mention with 'theory X' marrow

- conduct adensive memoir and planning before irnplementing OCs

provide a wed built CC orgertzation. select Circle leaders and lacallalcim rank*.

The above is a vkluelly oontrehensive 1st d factors leading to mosso or Mee al Cc

implementation. It is &ANA hamar, II an indfalusi orgratelion all be Mete with

handing al the factors Wed. Probab* it WI elbsokds* meow to cps* for the whole let.

Point is that the following factors can be considered to be lie key factors for mows:

1. Top menagement and middle mamma must agree to support. 'Maw andSten

to OC Mates and do *Mew needs to be done to make Ws amnesia

2. Training should be gfeen to everyone kwoted in the 0Co from tal) 10 Mem:=Ai*
select the persons that are to be trained for a speak C3C function.

3. Plen extensive* in advance and proceed slowly, even ear stan-up.

4. Iniorm everybody within the agerazation continuously about the QC program and process

so Vat everybody vrould be able to oversee the implications CC activities can bear on the

rest of the organization. How important proceeding slowly is to the Japanese has been

perfectly written down by Juran (1910).

Apart from the factors, attention should be paid to some articles that make a until

contribudon to what has been staled above. First, W. Thompson (1952) suggests en extensive

Ist on organization readiness Motors. Second, Ambit and °vernal (1902) uSO a

Compatibility 0.sodent to measure the organkationol fit 'Or C3C use. Stapdeingly to Mem it

turns otd thet agent:Mons can m tor CC use ioo wol. measing Me SW tready moth

accordag to the C3C concept and philosophy and thus don't need OCs anymore. Third, Pad,

Sailors and Brady (1987) pose the an organization that fails to use Ws Necessity can start

again I they yet make the organization rear* for it and conduct a heavy training. They further

show a systenatio strategy to introduce en Involvernerd effort' (meaning Ws). Worth

mproducing here is their moment on the Implementation of OCs: tonically, for the =CM of

the program's boatman phiosophy, It hes to start from the top'. Finally, Lawler and taxman

92
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(1996) related CiC 'destruceve forces to phases in the OC le-cycle. This relationship is

reprockand in section 4.1.1.

3.3 lbseadon of Quality Circles

A audy by Kirby and Movie (1965), °dented at OC evaluation in a army of 55 cowponies,

shaved that (on the basis of ea reponse.) only 22,4 atterrpled to mews arq chow in

productNity or job wally. arra (1961) noted Mat most evabilions that am concealed are of

an informal mere. He reconmands OC evaluations should be tomtit it a stressed W away

authors that very Ws kdormaion on OC evaluation is available (even though in Ns sedan

referenced aAhors do).

The first cosesdon that should be answered in this regard is Me dosirabilly of evaluation a al.

Many Japan).* companies dont conceal a single mom because their

believes Ma 001 are contributing in ouch extent, that they are not klerested in manuring

their results. They 'sense' the 00 offeslivenses in their oornpany. Greenbaum, Kaplan and

Malay (1988) try to away the evaluation desirability by Wooing mesons Nina and

reasons for evaluation. Their conclusion is that evaluation should be organized became It is

Onerilal to the survival and inexovement of OC programs.

Contrary to a bt of managers and consultants, authors of scientilic articles on OCs agree on

the lack of resurch In relabm to the evaluation of OCs. There is a plea for more and better

research (e.g. Bank and Mose, 1983; Wood, Hull and Azumi, 1963; Robing and Blair. 1982

end nearly all in this section referenced arbors).

White and Bodnar (1984) in their review of over 250 articles found ordy five multi-

organizational studies that examined the input of Ws and hvo of these were based on

'extremely small samples'.

The problem with Me literature on OC evaluation is that most of the very few articles thst Wet

deal WM evaluation wehil an individual organization or even within a eagle OC. The largest

pan contains case studies (without empirical dab. Empirical research skein are herd Vs find.

Al in all, even the empirical research on OC evaluation doesn't seem to be sound. Steel and
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-:7=1

Shane MK reviewed Vie mama Merman on Ws. They found MI Mamba 10 be

Vastly bedews W. The niMorky of the mimed eludes showed were msthodelogloei

deldenoles. SO they ware poellke lower* the mom mcent lasmilme and some sound

studies owe identified.

Intennen (11112) observed that Vie four most lay meson for Maw warm poor employee

morale. poor eupenisor traii* ng. poor management permube tsdmiteme and MOWN

managermmt.

Coie and TWIN (11154). aped from odw lindkigs, found Mat the mimed M aco vws WORM

by middis inenegsment mistime and lack M top menegsment moat, sweVoyee mehemos

or apathy presented problems during implementation.

While and Bodnar (11164) report Mat noir fent problems within the OC system we ~We

stalling and training pwticipents MM levels M the program. Other problems Met were outside

the ac friam and more frapiently, we kick of swot from management, jealous beings

toward OC rafters and poor integnMon of Ws into the weal orgerdzaMon.

Because a thorough discussion of the (scientilical) problems In the evaluation of OCe would go

im beyond the scope of this reports the rest of this section will be restrkad to tao topics. First.

an overview wi be presented of how a single OC can be measured on ks sofkities. Second.

four thmrobre MAK bated on sound empirical research. MI be discussed and some dew

studies that honestly seem to be sound as well wi be referred to. Thus a small Moisture base

on sound evaluation of OCs will be provided to make a followv on this topic mom promisirs.

Ingle (1963b) reports 15 measurements that couid be used to evaluate OC ac:tiveles:

1. Malty improvements (percentage reduction In Meas. defective proclucts and rework)

2. Participation (number of OCs and OC members)

3. Cost reckmdon

4. Waste redaction.

S. Machne utillmabn (occupation rate).

6. Safely (nunter of accidents per 1000 worldng hours).

7. Productivity.
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IL Machine maintommos.

I. Common lotion.

10. *Nude 040fleyWell for skanole uses a awistionnake).

11. Product inatrovemsre

12. Cullom sallefection.

13. Iftsrealsrm.

14. Grievances.

15. Work satisfaction.

There we four comprehensive longiludnel audio: of Me OC process and Moines. Al four

used non-ecalvalent COMM Weep designs and we found to be sound acoortling to

methodological requiremts. A more detailed demean on these low studies can be found in

Steel and Shone (1988) and Steel and Lloyd (1988). The four studies will be Nola discussed

below.

Atwater ard Sander (1964) repotted the results of an investigation of the outcomes of the OC

process. They found no significant effects on attiludinal or behavomi indices (lice sick leave

usage or suggestions) during an eight-month pertod, comprising a sample of 331 employees.

Steel it al (1965) cescussed the outcomes of a GC evaluation in two organizations. Analysis of

covariance on the data for the one organization shamed significent OC effects on 7 of 20

savoy variables. No signfficani differences between OC participants and oontrol group

members were observed in the other ocgonization.

Marks et al (1986) found significant differences in attitudes in favour of the OC participants.

They also obsetved dramatic gains in measures of production and efficiency, coupled with

reductions in absenteeism were posted by the OC participants.

Steel and Lloyd (1988) observed OC participation to have significant effects on cognitive

measures of sense of competence and intapersonal trust and on some measures reload to

properties of the task environment (e.g. goal conquence). OC panicipents repotted stalk:may

greater attachment to the organization as the study progressed which relates to dscroased

levels of employee withdrawal.
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Apart from the above four sound Micros, room Inionnedon on empirical isesetah on the

matrotion of Vie OC mimes Met gives a sound bromeslon can be band in RA Avad end

Wharton mon, Wood, 14i and MEM (11113). Goa mash Ponle and Wagner PM OW

and Shone (1901). Rafael (11SS). Bard& and Almodar (11117), Tang et al (111111. SP&

19117b). Greenbaum, Wien arid MWay (1MS) and Cole and Taddld Mg. al Sten fades

have been studied, but docussing would go beyond the scope of Ode rapist. For a mom

thorough ~pis on this subject, Stool and Shane (111111) and Steel and Lloyd (1MS) would

be wmellere to slut MM.

3.4 Summary chapter 3

The most 'mallard benefis Wm can yield am inmoved erreiloyee morale, twiny and

productivity. In general, intangbe mule we of more importance Ilion tangible ones. Mhough

numerous benefits of OCs haw been Palmed, It is cbubdul whether OCs can do mom than

yield just some of them.

The key factors that deem** success or failure of OC insfiementation are:

1. (Not) assessing managerial and organizational madness for OCs.

2. (Not) doing adequate stsrPim and implementation penning.

3. (Not) exercising care in the 11001:110te of the facWelor.

4. (Not) recognizing the organization development krolcations of OCs.

These tcur factors sewn to be among the major canes why OCs fail. Some articles In the

literature found especially management support to be an essential requirement for OC

&ICONS.

The lemurs on the eyebath:in of the OC process in general shows methodological

deficiencies. Them we only a few articles that we sound. The rest melnly deals with QC

evaluation within a single organization or within a single QC and is no more than a case study

instead of being an empirical math study. Therefore there Is a plea tor mom and better
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4.1 fly Melee: fad or custom?

411 1b1.2allakclaittasia

A oommon characteristic of mem management theories le that they are fashionable

phenomena: they come fast and often they go fast as well (Huishol. 1907). In section 1.2.2 the

gravth Spume of OCs suggest that OCs can be a fashionable msnege-ment theory, otherwise

called a tad. Before answering the canslion 11 Ws are not more than Wat a fad. I they us that

atad attention will be given to the illa-cyde of a OC.

Lawler and Mohnnan (190 report that Ws. Ike virtually awg planned organizadonel change

effort go through a sides of stages in their grovalt. Each phase contains Is wan key =BANN

we. es us own threats to the program. The time I takes to go through each phase wales.

but almost without exception every OC program that was studied tw Lawier and Mohnnan and

survives the threats of the first stage moves inb the second stage and so fonh. OCs rarely

skip stages or become stuck at one or another. Exhibit 4.1 shows the phases of a OCs Ne

(copied from Lawler and Motemen, 1915).

What makes this Ile-cycle so imposter* is the comments Lawier and Mohrman went* on the

decline phase. In their experience few OC programs turn irio other kinds of programs (see

section 4.1.2 and 4.2). The main reason most groups continue at all le because of the soda

satisfaction and pleasure the members experience rather than the groups problem solving

offecti-veness. Management then cuts back on the resources: the spiral down effect begins.

Lawler and Mohrman are pessimistic about the existence of OCs. To them OCs are 'an

unstable organizational structure that is likely to sell-destnee. However, 'this doesn't mean

that management should avoid them'.
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Limier wid Mammin (1987) think OCI can be an Importer* lirst sap towards agenizationsi

ellectiveness through wawa@ Warmer*. Mardian to this will be given in section 4.2.

41.2 The (v.; aztemoLlbalialkieghitgail2114

The worbaide tremendous grow1h of the OC movement in Me early 110's has bad to Me

question I the OC movement is just a 'management fad' or a serious and useful coreributica to

the Imprcriement of organizations. That at least in the U.S. Ws we a fad ie obvious. In a few

yews, between 1979 and 1984, thousands of Modem cerammies started using OCs. The

result of the massive implementation of the 00 concept has bun deeppointing. As early a

1982, Imbennw reported that 28 art of 40 observed U.S. companies saw their OC pagan

tall because they were ended without succeslui impmvernents. Meier and Overholt (1984

also note a failure rate of over 50%.

It seems to be that the authors most experienced with the OC concept, In the early 80%, were

somewhat afraid ot the OC movement to becomilverheated. Cole (1980) al Mat time didn't

know the wooer yet on the question N OCs we just another rad or that they will have a Muting

impact. Juran (1980) calls it a myth ihat Me OC in Me onW way rat irwented to mire use of

the education, experience and crutivity of the worker. The 'craltsmanehip concept' has, to

Juan. existed for centuries, even during the Taylor period poticipation of the worker had been

accomplished, e.g. by the Scanlon plan. Atter observing an over-selang of the OC concept.

Metz (1981a) notes that this 'really makes me nervous'. He ihMks the tremendously rapid

growth of interest in OCs is a vety real danger. It appears to him that as a consequence, OCs

are already becoring a tad (In that time).

Virtually all authors agree on the notice that OCs wound 1980 could be considered a

management fad, but tzt this slate of being a fad was caused by thousands of consultants,

writers and organizations having unrealistic expectations about the OC concept, thus rs*

realizing this concept is not as simple as k might look Me.

Metz (1981a, 1981b) therefore stresses that OC failure doesn't have to happen il the program

is carefully panned and implemented WM a suppbrtivs organization. Unless OCs have

adaptability and can evolve to help managers meet new challenges, chances are they won't

survive (according to Metz). A year later, he concludes that it is a 'sad really that the
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necessary orgatzational readiness in most cases was not provided for or thst It was done

superficial/.

Wayne. Griffin and Batsmen (1988) and Zemke (1900b) have an eicpiandlin for the overraNd

expectations of OCs many had: it is the fact that them are few reports d OC false. Most

stiles only deal with (very) successful case studies.

Ishikawa. the father of the OC concept. Is pessimistic about the survival of the OC movement

in the West. To him. OCs are a real fad and they won't survive because of what he believes to

be a lack of aly deep commitment to madly by top mention's*. OCs sharld not be seen as

a panacea for all quality problem. OCs only succeed within the =nowt of oornpaiy-wide

quality control (Moss. 1902). 1 is useful. in the Ight of this, to blow that Mendell (1981)

expects OCs to be lasting for vay long because the Western society is evolving into a nay

civilization wherein wvdcers will be seeking mom responsibility and will have work that fully

utilizes their talents. OCs would go well with this 'Third Wave trend.

From this 'pre 1984' literature we stM doni know if the OC movement will survive. We do know

that OCs are a fad. lad we don't know yet 1 OCs will han CU 10 be more than a fad. The pm

1984 literature on the fad problem has been discussed became It shows perfecey the final

answer on the fad question. Many OCs fail not became the OC concept isn't sound, ad

became a woeful lot of organizations. consultants and writers haven't been listening properly

to authors like Juan, Cole and Metz. Signals for OC Man and ways to prevent that can be

found in the literature before the OC concept became a fad. It is therefore not arrprising that

the post 1984 literature on OCs as a whole is completely different from the pm 1964 lierature

as a whole. This crucial topic to the survival of the CC movement will be discussed in section

4.3.
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4.2 Chanty claim literature after 1914

4.2.1 nntbanatfacluannaiismighsmaluilotNamtakal

The more MOWN Itsrakili is very dear on the We of the OC movement. However, before

some recent Melee we be discusset attention will be peid to the Me aides of management

tads in general. Hulshof (1967) detkotishes Wee possible Ile cycles kw three types of fads:

- the real fad, which is charactedzed by: fast come, shoot bloom. fig Oh

fad with a tail, cheractedzed by: fast come, shod bloom, fast go but not completely; on a

limited scale the tad lives on

fad wIth an adapted tail, charactedzed by: fast come, shod bloom, fast go but although it

disappears from the stage it later returns, often integrated with a new fad or 0.1110M.

OCs certainly are not a real fad. There are still many commies using OCs in their

organization (e.g. the U.S. Army, Dutch Volvo), so the OC movement can be dwacterized as

a fad with a tail. The following articles to be discussed suggest that this tall might transfer Into

alternative soldbns.

These alternatives can be divided into three groups:

- the OC dies

- the OC will be used for other putposes and/or problems

- the OC transforms into another or broader kind of participative management or

orgardzationsl development.

Since the dying of OCs has been discussed earlier, the attention will be psid to the other

alternatives.
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4.22 AlttmlittimkilontlarAelleglealsi

Gra men aperient:4d with the commies he visited that Ws alone POMOl be mended

to achieve the results of a participative management at* OCs are most Oak to succeed in

organizations that dm* hoe other loans of parlidpallve menagement. One Imanite is the

Scanlon Rim *Nth Lawler and Mohnen (1985) think hes more paw eon OCe. No

Simmons (1985a. 1985b) and Slms and Dean (1985) note the importance of a panIcIpatke

environment so 1st OCs be successful.

These Wilms, together with Limier and Mohnnen (1986, 1987), give extensive descriptions of

directions OCs could evolve to. In general OCe are advised to evolve Into perticipallve

management. An excellent detailed discussion can be found in LaMar and Mohnnan (1185)

and (1987). Elvins (1965) observed that hall of the OCs indeed transform into particVative

management. Steel and Shane (1986) note that lessons learned by mactitionem of

organizational development may provide guidance on the successful implernentallon of OC

program

Of real inportance is an article Metz wrote in 1981. As ear* as then he foresaw that OCs In

the future wouldn't be solving the right problems. Metz (1981b), therefore. suggests a 'Verteam

Circle'. While the basic OC has a horizontal design, the Verteam Circle has a vertical one. OCs

are suitable for problems over which OC members have control or have kneed control and

which rewire the influence of an outside party. But by far most problems am proMeme over

which OC meffbers neither have control nor influence. Therefore. Vertesm Circles should be

knplemented to solve the latter problems.

Although this short overview of OC alternatives my be confusing, the idea thits behind them

is clear. OCs are the embodknere of a philosophy, a way of We, a way of twining a business.

As a result, not all organizations are ready to Implement OCs. Special ~moment skills and

philosophies trust be present before OCs can be successfully implemented. The orgsnization

must be convinced that the key to productivity Iles in its peopis and that their commitment.

kwolvement, participation. support, or whatever (maybe even sell-menagement) are the keys

to nuking the OC concept work (adapted from Zerrke. 1980a).
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Ferris and Wound (19115) agree on al of this, but they am not that poellke canoodling the

U.S. management. Serum in redly U.S. Sims lack other participative mensgeriol

technique, the expectation for OC amass in the U.S. Mould not be taken for granted. The

typical American individalidn may be a serious obstacle to the application ol the OC Gonad.

The reason for the lasting Japanese success is, according to Fats and Wagner,1111.1shantles

collectivism and the range of participatke managerial Ischnkares they use for managing.

The transition from OCs to a wider "potation of participative management *Cr presents an

obstacle that con be considered an inherent weakness of OCs: OCs we orapoesd lo create

within an organization a more participative miasma. but they NO seem to work well in

organizations that already have a paticipolive environment N follows from this that mod (not

all) OCa will end up in a negative or poetise vicious circle: OCs within a non parlicipabVe

organization dont work and became they dont work May dont contribute to a mom

Telticipativt organtration: Oes within a participative organization work and because they

work they contribute to a mom participative organization, that maim OCs mace work better

and so forth. Thus OCs am not participation oontributom. as they we claimed to be. but

participation reiniorcers.

Attution must be paid to that the above doesn't mean OCs are creating a participative

organization. They only are claimed lo generate benefits that are part of a participative

organization. And that they seam only be abie to do that within an already more or less

participative environment (that doesn't necassarily have to be partipative on the aspects OCs

can make a contribution).

What in the light of this discussion perhaps is nal important is the short-term directedness of

American managers in contrut with the long-tarm directedneu of Japan's@ managers.

Americans tend to be aiming at money savings within a few months. while the Japanese are

aimed at harmonious continuation of business in the long run (also see e.g. Ferris and

Wagner. 1985: Juran. 1981).
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4.3 A shift In the ilteralure on Guilty Cholas

A review of awakes on OCs in 19119 Is considerably deferent from a review c4 Illerakre on

OCs in 1961. This clearance can be obsenred best in Vie quality end subject molar CA Vie

awakes. In the Ibrahim Wore, say 1964, a neer pert &de willi the soiree trildily ci the

OC concept. Most publications are allqueless euphoria aboul the GC conospt or present

calque, bid that critique is mosey Need on experience in one comely or even one OC. In

thet time theta hardly was any sound and useful critique on the OC comept. Of course

exceptions do exist.

The heritage of ttiis pre-1984 literature seems to be two-sided. Fkit, there are a rawest of GC

'handbooks that in 1989 are still useful to get a clear and thorough evasion on the laid of

OCs. Examples of thew liandbools' are (lima (1961), Gibson (1902), Ingle (1162) and last

but not least Amsden and Mackin (1978).

Second, there are some authors whose articles we surprisingly up-to-date titer al these

years. Espedally what has been published by Edmund J. Metz; Joseph U. Jwan and Robert

E. Cole seems to be still huitki in 1989. These authors foresaw the direction the OC

movement would go to and what ware and are the key weaknesses of this movement. Looking

back now, these authors have been expressing the dght warnings to which the melody in the

field wouldn't listen to and relate iu the causes of the large scale faeces of OC knplementation

in practice, in the U.S.

All in all, the pre-1984 literature on OCs as a whole has not contributed much to a better

understanding of the OC concept to be applied in the West. on a theoretical sound base.

The literature after 1984, obviously a turning point in the popularity of the OC movement, is of

a deferent level of quantity and quality. A thorough Moisture search effort had to be mode b3

discover more recent articles. Publications in the form of books published alter 1984 were

even not found at ail

Virtually al post-1984 MMUS deals with topics such as 'locating problems with Wally

Circles' (White and Bodnar, 1984), a 'conceptual re-evaluation' of OCs (Fortis and Wagner,

1965), what Ws can contribute to organization after the fad and after the honeymoon (Lawler
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and Nehmen, 1965, 1967) and what am be found 'beyond Malty Circles (e.g. Sims and

Dean. 1965). Attempts we further made to place the CC concept in a theorstical framework

(Goldstein. 1965) and to build a sound empirtal research bees (e.g. Steel and Shan., 1988;

Steel and Lloyd, 19611).

Of course the Moisture reviewed in this report does not cowls. the Ilsrakre that odes on

OCs. However, It appears the ths sample that has been used for this report is a fairty

representative semis.

Coneklertrig what has been staled above, ths conclusion is that the more recent Rerun (as a

what') on the OC concept is of less quantity but of fat batter quality than the Menem in the

days the OC movement was most popular. A theoretical and orpiricaly sound base of the OC

concept is starting to develop. It is, Used on reviewing the Mann samie. only a shams

that the OC movement doesn't seem to be 'in the picture' than say $ or 10 years ago. Figures

on ths current use of OCs kr the West were not found, so a definite statement on the 1989

popularity of the OC movement cannot be made.

Because of the above discussed shift in the literature, I turns out to be a very wise decision to

write part I of this report it may be seen as an up-to-dale contribution to literature reviews on

ths OC concept. The importance of writing part I of this report les in part II. Without having

been reviewing ths more recent literature, the content of part II of this typal would hays

become quite different It wvuld have become a too optimistic view on the possibilities br OCs

in training and development, missing the notice of the lack of a sound theoretical base.

4.4 Definite statement on Quality Circles

Credit should go to the people earning that credit. Therefore, part I of this report wiN conclude

with two quotations that virtually make up a conbrehensive literature review on the OC

concept. Apart horn these two erntations I should be noted that OCs generaity can only be

successlul in a participative environment An organization practicing participative management

cannot be created by OCs alone, though OCs are sometimes claimed to be. OCs csn but

*dorm a participative environment. Next to OCs, there are many other management

programs or philosophies that also contribute to a more participative organization.
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Edmund J. PAW (1N2) was one of the OW to recognize that saccesslui OC kreismenfellon le

not as sew as it baked Ike lo nwir

We are -in the honeyrnoon phase with Malty Cages in the United &aka Me rissament

WM milk* new, is maturing quid* For those orgentations sWith have been avahad we
Quay Circles for the pest kw slam a hes become eWeitte VW I Oka mem woo*, en and

MaItIgeffeIN 11UppOlt UM win Maly perceived to have an effeclhe prsgasa The same

really oppose b @Wet regarding the trabilip of menages* leader& ~tom eld teollator&

Trainirig is Wtal end should be planned a s en integral and owing mons I 0 he* !wove hie

WI Web of managev s. batiste and facatois and die &palm heath and afechvness of

Outlay Circles.'

Limier and Motirman (1967) are the only authors in the reviewed image who observed the

the key problem for OC implementation in the West is the westion how wog badllional

management approaches can coexist with °Cc

'Quak)' Clicks we potentially useful in helping mow an °imitation toward greater

effectiveness. Their orientation and sbuctwes are consistent aith a paticipative approach to

management as sai ch. they pose the folaWng challenge to trafillonal managemeN

approaches: How well can traditional appmaches coexist with Ouaby Chubs? Our view ki that

in the long team amity Ckdes have trouble existing wen traditional manklamly, siltsoachas;

under such condlions. they either fade or require changes in major babas of the
owning= Them 4 no mad imp for the use of Maly Cies& HOWIMM. !OM of their

strengths and weaknesses suggest that organizations should thank cane* Wore choosing

them as an approach to participative management In most mud t may be best to twine

them to another fonn of co-optrathe program'

What should be added to this conclusion of Lawler and Wyman is that OCs don*/ work an:I

don1 have to work for al organizations and ail employees. Some organizations as Alfi not

suited for OCs and they shouldn't use them. Also, some ens;loyees want to wort alone and

don1 Ike to be involved in group ay* and group decision rneking. Those workers should not

be forced or even stimulated to join a OC.
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& SOW EXPLORATIONS OF QUALITY CIRCLES IN TRAINING AND EDUCATION

5.1 Questions for Invents don

In dopier 41 was concluded that OCe are still a monistic tool for owl:aeons to knprove

their performance. The essential requirement for the success of OCa is the quallicallon for the

managerial and organizations' readiness. It lakes more work, MI and memoirist% support

than was initially perceived to have an effective OC program. The same realty ewers to exist

regarding the training of =stagers, leaders, MINIUM and facilitions. Training is 4111 and

should be planned as in integral and ongoing process to help klaxon the id Weis of

managers, leaders and WINN= and the long term health and effectiveness of OCs. These

were the words of Edmund J. Metz.

Since training is such an important aspect of OC acclication, It is surprising to find thet there is

hardly any lecture dealing specifically with the training aspects of OCa. AM Vie wore

=prising because training is one of the key facbdre for OC success. The question can be

raised which possbilities OCs might offer to a training department (TD) of an organization.

With training deportment * meant that pan of a work organization (I.e. al organizations except

for schools, colleges, universities and other educational organizations) that is responsible for

the training and devvlopment of the human resources wkhin that organization.

Four functions for a TD can be identified respectively:

1. TI) as trainer (c4 OC participants).

2. TD as user (of a OC).

3. TD as responder (to training needs generated by OCs).

4. TO as administrator (c4 OCs for trainees).

In section 2.3 it was found that indications exist that the education area might present some

°bead's when OCs are krclemented. Because a TD and an educational organization are to

some exteN famiar, the question might be raised II these obstacles exist and in the case the

answer is yes, if these obstacles apply for a TD as well.
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The questions for kweedgetion we thus as follows:

1.a. ke there education Radio obstacles to the Irrelemenfation of Ws?

b. What do these obstacles look Ike?

c. To whet extent svuld these obstacles also mow in the wee of training and

developrnent?

2.a. What is known in the Niemen about the training tor OC use?

b. To what extent can OCs be a useful contribution or improvement of the performs* of

training departmert, respectively in the role of trainer, user, responder and

administrator?

5.2 Quality Circle use In education

521 EdualliffilleSISS11016(16

The literature reviewed on QCs in education only provides a handful of articles, useful in

relation to the questions for investigation. Virtually all publications comprise a case study of QC

implementation in a community college or university, or comprise a general story about the use

of Ws in education, without considering the eclucWion specilic factors that could influence the

success,of CC implementation in an educational organization. As a whole, the Illerature on

OCs in education doesn't seem to be as sound as the general Renews on OCe, reviewed in

pan I of this report Chase (1983), Nichols (1062), Steele et al (1967), Holt and Wagner (1983)

and to a less extort Aquila (1982) and Lawson and Tubbs (1965).

The most irnportant wticle an eclucadon specific factors inhibiting the use of OCI in education

was written by Nichols (1982). This article hes been frequently used and refined to (e.g.

Lawson and Tubbs, 1965; Holt and Wagner, 1983). Nichols presents five obstacles for the

implementation of OCs in MOW education:
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Chase noise that industry and education share one attribute: the public clibusls the quality of

their products. Cloth we perceived as not as good as they used to be.

Steel et al presort some issues rawest to astementirc OC program.

1. The OC mandate use terminology and exempla from the busineu setting. This weist be

translated for use a education.

2. A OC typically involves people kom the same work au. Few student service gras,

however, have enough peopie palomino Way kinctions. Therefore the tendency is to

form OCa across functional areas. Moniker* skills are masked to do Mit

3. In business and Indistry, mansgement can see tangible benefits OCs present lo them.

These tangible savings se direct and visible kripmvemeNs for a company and it

reinforces management support of OCs. In higher education the benefits horn OC 11110611

must be appreciated from a broader institutional perspective. Managers In higher

educatbn could give more emphuis to benefits such as providing a better service.

Hon and Wagner provide the most compact statement on L'w differences between Wintry and

education:

'In considwit g a amity Circle progra n, univerPty and college administrators mvst recognize

ths differences between private kicArstry and institutions of higher education A Wogs or

university is not prockct or swv-for-proft oriented. The teachh g. swigs and research

missions of most schools is difficult to measure as a tangible product. ellp10)00 "'OW

dim* is arpthor knportant difference. Faculty, admstrators and staff on a camput have

very diforent roles and duties. Few omployms in industry, for example. onAry the

independence and MI-direction of Wray mombers. Further, many campuses have a strong

tradtion of faculty governance. Faculties are directly kwolved hi determining institutional goals

and Pnenties. setting AmlicY and determining the academic, research and semi:* mission of an

institution.'
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Al in all it an be concluded thst there Is very Me Mermen VW inastigales stet 'name

iducetion modal in relation to OCs. However, what can be teamed from the for reviewed

wedge is Met in general educalionsi agenbations we somewhat Owl tom orgoliations

in business and Industry. That, of cane, Is not aspielngl As much Memos - them is

between industdal *notations, there Is a *lemma between eckaallonal olganbalions.

Them seems to be no mason why OCe cannot be irmilemented in an etkoationsi orgarisellon.

Me in baton and indueby, there WI be IndMdual orgentsallons thel we not ailed for Ws,

but in general OCe can be lirasmoled in the field of education as wet

Not all **stoles noticed for Nglw education are equally Wong. That in education there we

no tangible benefits f or OCs is not as Mira* as it seems to be. There we tangbe benefits el

Ws possible, e.g. money saving on Medals, maintenance, etc. Intangible benefits can be

measured as well, e.g. absenteeism, drop-out rates. Above a: Intangbe result we a more

promising side of CCs than tangible moults.

That there are few people from the same work area shouldn't be that rruch of a problem. More

than that, the Verteam Circle introduced by Metz (1981b) seems to be vey promising to the

education setting and overcomes the obstacle of not having a homogenous work group.

That OC materials should be translated to the field of education and that they we currently not

can also be mad as: Ws have to do a job that we al haven't been doing but should have done

already'. The non-existence of education directed materials doesn't seem to be a valid excuse

of not knplementing OCs In taxman.

AN in all, this repon will present a total agreement with Nichols. There ere differences between

industry and education, but these differences are solvable II management in education realy

wants to have them solved. What industry and education have in common (n the U.S., like

with the differences) is a public distrast of the quality of their 'products% Therefore, Nichols

concludes with: 'we have no excuse if we fail to develop an educational equivalent of the

Malay Circle'. Again, a plea for more and better research should be mentioned. AlMough

theoretically there am hardly masons why Ws cannot be implemented in educational

organizations, in practice them seems to be a long way to go before OCs can be an overall

success in the education setting.
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52-2 ImbilitaLMMGMM0.1010111100m12210103

A training department (TO) of a company can be considered as itist molter pet of the

organization' as well as 'an oducationsi Island within the otgerezatiore. Most TDe WI be en

keetween Mrd of these Woo extremes. In other won3s, TEX are sornewhat Ike business units

and somewhat Ike educational orgartzWions.

The question is to what extort the situation, presented in the previous section, Is transferable

to a TD. From what has been concluded in the previous section. It con be said that tits

carestion doesn't realy meter. The obstacles were not unsolvable and shouldn't cone raw

serious problems in trairWbg and development as wet Apart from that, typical Ms do not exit.

The variety In TM seems lo be Iwger than the 'twisty in. say colleges of unOweilles. TDs are

pwt of a wider organization and thus inlluenced by the *Awe, rules and traditions of that

organization. ki fact, we don't know how TDs as a whole look Ike. No WO Is known that

gives an OVINVillW of TDs within business and industry. Therefore it I impossib* to prowl

any valid auumption regarding the use of OCs in IDs compared to the use in educational

organizations.

5.3 Quality Circles and training

5.3.1 Training for Qualify Cktes

The Maarten*, at training

Proper training is one of the keys to OC success. This is stressed by many Whore and it is

not a point for discussion. More in detail, everyone in the organization involved in OCs should

be trained : the Steering Committee, the Coordinator, the Facilitators, the QC leaders and the

QC mentors. Everyone else not directly involved should be irdomwd about the OC concept

so that everybody in the organization at least is knowledgeable about the OC program.

A company may develop its own training program or use the services from consultants or

training companies outside the organization. A consultant should be one having credentials

and a lot of experience with fully implementing OCs in organizatbns. The OC Waking takes
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several days and costs a lot. Management should, however, spend the money, because sten

the training hasn't been dove properly, the dances 'dr the OC to fall me big (Metz, 1902).

In the following sections the training of the respective OC functions wil be &cussed. Thies

discussions we band on some articles and reposer* the general view on training. Waled

descriptions of OC training can be found in Ingle (1982), Metz (1982), Cox (1981), Hwehrnen

(1952), P.C. Thompson (1982), and Crisci (1983). The information in section 5.3.1 has been

primarily based on these six references. Other sources that have been used are Hanley

(1900), Juran (1981a), Steele et al (1987) and Smeizer and Kedia (1987).

How invortare training for CC programs redy is, is best presented by Juran (1981a):

'In the West, training in the quality sciences has been largely confined to members of the

specialized quality departments: quality managers. quality engineers, rollablity engineers.

inspection supervisors quaNy auditors. Such categories constitute only about S percent of the

managerial and spiciest forces in Me commies. In contrast, the Japanese ham trained

cbm to 100 percent ol their managers and specialists i n Me quality sciences. WRh such an

inbalance in training, there is no possibility for the West to overtake the .Manese. (...)

Some training needs are common to many categories of managers and specialists. The major

commonalities include the universal sequence of events for imoving quality and reducing

quality-related costs, the universal feedback loop for control, and fundamentals of data

collection and analysis. (...)

The need for planning of such training efforts becomes evident when we realize that such a

massive trabing program mil take years - even a decade - to *fork its way through the

hierarchy, that the special needs of each functional department and job category mist be

identified and provided for and that the costs are substantial.'

Training for *WO Circle members

Members should be trained for the first 8 to 10 CC meetings, by the OC leader, facilitator or

coordinator. Mostly the CC leader will be the trainer. The training includes (P.C. Thompson.

1982):
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1. Motivating Introduction.

2. CC concept: structure and prOcess.

3. Brief history of the development and spread of CiCs.

4. Basic meeting skills: role of leader, members. secretary. adilsor and agenda.

S. Basic CC problem-eoMng techniques (see section 1.5.2).

5. Basic OC problem solving process: identifying and analyzing the problem, generating and

choosing a solution, presenting the solution to menagement and irrolementing and

evaluating the solution.

7. Rules of the OC process In the argent:Obit

Training tor Quality Circle imam

OC leaders need to be trained br about 8 to 16 hours In e.g. a two-day session (P.C.

Thompson, 1982; kyle, 1962). Leaders can be trained by the facitator, coordinator or

professional trainer. Leaders need ikiditional training In leadership, communication and

management (Ingle, 1982). Training for CC leaders includes (P.C. Thompson, 1982):

1. The OC member training.

2. Why some supervisors fear OCs.

3. How OCs can benefit the supervisor.

4. Participative vs. authoritative leadership.

S. Ptanning, leading and evaluating a OC meeting.

6. The dont's - what not to do as a OC leader.

7. Preparation to teach member course.

Training for the Facilitator

The psoper training of the Facilitatos) is cnicial to the success of OCs. The Facilitator can be

trained by the Coordinator, fellow Facilitators, but most of the time by a profeusional trainer.

The training lasts for several days. Training of the Facilitator includes (Ingle, 1962):
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1. The OC leader training.

2. Teaching techniques.

3. Learning techniques.

4. Human relations.

5. Statistics (advanced).

6. Group dynamics.

7. Woddngs of the company.

Ttaining for the Coordinator and Steering Committee

Middle and higher monomer* in the role of Coordinator or member of the Stinting

Committee need a 4 to 8 hour training in the fundamentals of &QC prognert The training will

be conducted by a professional trainer, mostly hum outside the organization. A CC training for

top management could be as follows (Ingle. 1962):

1. Introduction.

2. History of OCs.

3. Review of Japanese success compared to that of the West.

4. Total quality control concept.

5. OC operation.

6. Functions of members, leaders and facilitator&

7. Statistical techniques used in OCs.

8. Ploint presentations.

9. Proposed implementation plan along with objectives.

10.Review and discussion.

Middle management needs additional trainim because they feel a lot of authority when OCs

are going to be implemerted. The training shouid take care of this fear.
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Ma does Um Wining

There is not a unanWnity in the literature on the issue who has to do the OC training. Ingle's

and Metz's views dont seem to be controversial. In this report the view of Ingle (1982) and

Metz (1982) have been used in the previous sectbris. It is useful to listen to whet Ingle has to

add for the role oe the *stow (likewise emphesized by more authors. e.g. WM.

1982; Check 1983):

A facator plays al important Mr t kt coordinating the Wining. Ho has to make sure that

proper attention hat been Ow to all necessary details such as training rooms, Whig aids.

bomoks and other malerialk He also arranges the courses k w lop management middle

management and other people *trout support is umbel to ate program Depattments Ile

Must:fel *NW* atd human resource development also a i d in training. As the prop=

grows, additional heko may be sought from outside. Outside Specialists in Of* OW of aloft

Control statistics and human relations kW o educate the Circle members and enhance the

training program'

P.C. Thorripson (1982) thinks that every organization, large and small, should have a full-time

trainer, or at least a full-time advisor or progress administrator who doubles as a trainer. It

wont suffice to send people to outskit training courses or bring in temporary trainers.

Training materials and contents

Training materials can be developed by the organization itself, but it is perhaps cheaper and

wiser to buy materials from institutions with credentials, such as the Quality Circle institute,

International Association ot Quality Clitles and the American Society for Quality Control

(addresses e.g. In imle, 1982; Chase, 1983). Training materials are available through

commercial ventures, state agencies, institutes and universities (Steele et al, 1987). Cox

(1981) on hiring an outside trainer 'The one crucial asset of the outsider is that he or she is an

outsider.

Srneitzer and Kedia (1987) researthed the training needs of QC*. The authors think that most

training materials are not sound because they are copied from the Japanese and not adapted

to the American culture. The major cultural differences relevant to QC member training are the
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systems of ensdlayment. promodon, on-the-job training decisron making and a sense of

responsiby. Therelore. U.S. wiloyess need a distant twining orientation than Vie

Japanese. U.S. ankles@ may need more training In human wisdom (ako see Metz. 10.2).

Smeltzer and Kedia found grow human-relations skits were considered (by Tti QC members)

sianlecaNay nen Impasse thwi problem-solving skis In 10 lo the 18 coniparieons while

problem-solving aides were not sIgniNcantly more invades* ki any of them. Met reviewing at

Montt packages of OC training mated*, they found them to be inedequate to leech the

humww-relations Odes. Smelt= and Kids conclude vallh a plea tor designing better training

meltable. That Americans lend io ovedoad the necessity far training ki humswelatbns sidle

has also been °bowed by Cried (1983). To Cried Ns means *avant, In general

communication skills. Interpersonal relations and group dynamic&

Training Is an ongoing process

in* (1982) and P.C. Inanlialvn (1982), emphasize that training Is a never-ending process.

Everybody involved in (Xs needs to be retrained for reinforcement of knowledge and skills

and needs to be trained in new techniques. Because QC 1111011bers are rotating. new OC

members, but also QC leaders and Facilitators. must be trained from the staft. The Facilitator

being responsibie for the largest share of the training program * continuously actively involved

with training for CICs.

P.C. Thomson (1982) notes that American managers view the OC training in the narrow

sense of training, rather than in the broad sense of learning. Quality Circle activities are a

continuous educational process in which members train themselves. The OC training program

just gets the program started.

Metz (1982) did some basic diagnostic work on six months old OC programs. He wanted to

determine not only raw initial QC training could be improved, but also to identify any *Malone]

specific skill needs of QC leaders after the QC program had started. This is what Metz found:
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1. OC Implementation trailing should not be short-ast or reduced.

2. Training content wally and program design is ihviwtant and coninercialV available

programs appear to be superior to 'home-gown' products.

3. OC insbuctor skills and expedence are erponant to: effective learning or Facatalos and

OC leaders.

4. Middle manegers need to team not only the basics of OC process and techniques, but

aim how at positively reinforce participative behaviors in their supervlems and OC

leaders.

5. OC leaders need more practice in modeling non-directive leadership behaviors as part of

al irplementatIon ULM%

8. AN individuals in the organization, from white collar to blue oolitic appear to need

complete training in the application of the OC probiem-solving process and techniques.

7. Facilitators need to develop increased skills in two areas: the making of interrentions into

the OC task and process and the ability to ideally and reinforce desirable particIpstive

behaviors of OC leaders.

Considerations for training

Harshman (1982) reports the following considerations for training:

'There is increasing evidence that the typo of organization and the target population influence

some aspects of training. For example, some typos of milkers may be able to move more

quiddy to sophisticated statistical analysis techniques than other types. Or, it may be

necessary to construct a Mewl training pan for a high-technology cornmnications conpany

circle than for a circle in a blast furnace at a steel mil.
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A second consideration is that training should reflect the goals of the CC effort. I I the effort is

designed to locus prow* on quality. then Ws' training se be heaWly weighted with wally

control techniques. N a long-tenn goal is to make teams sell-sufficient. then group process and

mewing management sides should be added b &Wang.

Third, the stage of development of the process (or teams) eV karma the &Binh° schedule

and content. For roam" onc e a team Nams the basic probient-solvktg proem and applies it

a few :km there may be an °warmly to teach the members more sophWiaded data-

gathwing and analysis techniques.

As one looks at the previous conskletabons, it is dear that no single approach to training or

curriculum is appropriate to or sufficient for the installation of Xs in a given setting.'

5.3.2 E918.111YADDILlotairaininaDoirlmeni

In the literature there has been found no specific information on the role of a training

department (TD) as a trainer tor OC training. OC members are trained by OC leaders. OC

leaders are trained by professionals in the field of OCs. Many authors give a more important

role to external consultants: they should do all the OC training, especially in the beginning (and

except for the OC members trainim). But no author recommends that the TD should do this

training job.

However, N the TD acquires the OC training expertise, there seems to be no reason why the

TD cannot do the OC training. Especially in conjunction with the other three roles for a TD, the

TD could be able to perform the OC training job well.

The role of user

In the literature no example of a TD using OCs to improve its own performance has been

found. Only one TD specific application to use OCs for has been noted by Field and Harrison

(1983): curriculum development. There is no reason why a TD wvuldn't be able to use OCs for

themselves. It is rather surprisirt that there isn't even found a single case study. One could

say: 'TD's : wake upl
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Synthesis of lour applications

The overall synthesis of the lour ealications of We In training and development an be

presented in a few solaces. First. Uwe is no 11~ on ary of the tour applications.
Second, ail lour applications seem to be reviewed and mom needs to be alien on ihe use of

Ms In training and development. OCs are a management tad, WI it time they become an

education rad? At least they get more attention then.
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IL CONCLUSIONS

Am them education swine obstacles to the implementation of OCs?

niers ye a few obstacles that aro typical for organizations in the field of 'duration. but these

obstacles don't seem to be very strong. If the will power I avallabie, management in education

can mike Ws as successful as in business and industry.

What do these obstacles look ilke

The most ImportaN obstacles an the minim lack of tangbe results in education, the non-

tradition of group decision making, participative mansgement and the confusion over formal

lines of responsibilities.

To whet extent would these obstacles also occur in the area of Wining and
development?

These obstacles may be valid for some training departments, but it doesn't seem typical for

training departments. There is however no research study available tn make a definite

statement.

What is known in the literature about the training for OC use?

Only a few articles discuss this kroic in detail: Metz (1982), Hershman (1982) and Cox (1981).

It is widely known in the literature that proper training is crucial to OC =COSS. Everyone in the

organization involved should be tivroughly trained and management shouldn't cut on financial

resources for training. OC training is a continuous process.

To what extent can Ws b e a useful contribution or improvement of the performance of

a training deparenent, respectively in the rob of tmirwr, a'sr, responder and

administrator?

It is surprising to find that there is simply no information in the reviewed literature. All four roles,

however, seem to be promising for the ire of OCs, especially the role of administrator.
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7. AFTERTHOUGHTS

This Ai* showed few answers on Me questions for investigation. More detailed ~WS

rewire further research. Thie diaper will consider some aspects on OCs in retrospect, with

the aim to give the reader a comprehensive view on the poselblkles and the problems of the

OC movemert

There is a bt of literature on OCs but the lergest past is not of sufficient orally. Especially the

OC IIIIMUIll in the most popular years of the OC movement in tne U.S. (1973-19113) is not

very useful in writing a study Ice this. A range of useful publications however does exist and

these publications don't have to meet the standards Steel and Shane set in section 3.3.

Mhough for empirical research findings, that would be ideal, for the use of studying OCe in

training and education publications that don't meet these standards can still be very useful.

Apart from Mb, the few sound empirical publications, according to Steele and Shane, were all

conducted within the U.S. Army. That doesn't make the resuks of these studies transferrable to

non mtary organizations.

The sample of sound literature that was reviewed revealed some common elements. OCs can

be a (not: the) tool for the whole organization to improve its effectiveness.

The effects OCs can yield are improving effectiveness and efficiency of organizational

processes, be that tochnical, financial or social processes. The area of effects OCs can yield

seems to be unlimited although most prumisim are the effects on interpersonsi and

interdepartmental relationships: improved communication, understanding of each other and

decreased abserieeiern and frustrations are only a few examples. OCs woik from top to

bottom, throughout the organization.

The main problem with OCs is however that they have an inherent weakness: they need to a

certain extent operate within the social effects they are claimed to produce themselves.

Orgenizations (especially top and middle management) need to be prepared but also ready, flt

for OCs. Organizations have to have to some extent a participative environment. Without such

an environment OCs will aknost certainly not succeed. Thus OCs have a tremendous potential
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tor organizations to be productive, but they need a catalyst to Miele the effects d Mat

potential.

OCs were (not are) a fad and yes: they fian be corrgared to other group (problem oohing)

techniques. OW they we more than that. No other management or businus fad had had such

a big impact as OCa hod. No other management or business fad alio showed that it could be

treated as a serious technique, hiving nothing to do wIth a tad on such a wkie scale,

Japan. Hardly any other mansgement or business fad has had such a tremendous potential

throughout the organization and with possible effects on so mom different areas.

The point made that OCs have never been a fad in Japan is at the same lime proof that Ws

do work. The fact thst they don't in a fairly vast amount of cases in the West is not due to

cultural differences. The OC failure in the West is mainly caused by menagement being not

sensitive enough to the requirements made by OCs even before installation, by menegement

being too impatient to wait for positive effects of OC activities and mainly by the general

opinion that OCs we a fad. No, they are not if you don't consider them as a fad.

The use of OCs in training and education has been bad documented, there are hardly any

sound publications. The authors pay much attention to aspects directty related with OCs but

they don't give attention to literature that indirectly relates to OCs, like literature on school

organizations or organizatisn theOries. The reason why seems to be unknown. That OCs can

be applied in trainirc and education is without doubt. Training and education even have an

advantage over business and industry in general: they are used to wait in groups, with groups

and to group decision making.

What should happen in the future is the following. First, more art, better research is needed to

find Me exact effects OCs can yield under what conditisns. Up to now very little theory building

blocks are available. We need to have a theory on how OCs exactly work. The underlying

=Ovation theories don't suffice ',though they provide a sound base for further theory building.

Second, management in training and education should reconsider the OC COMO and

seriously balance potential benefits and caveats OCs can have for their department or

organization. If the balance is a positive one management should consider implementing OCs

in their training or education department or organization. Last, arid attain* not least, other

Oterature that shows a relationship with the OC concept should be noticed and possibly
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integrated. Utter literature. beim) Utfrature on other group techniques, on fads in general and

whatever seems to be relevant. Studied should be the similarities and differences between

OCa and related phenomena so that we can loam from these other phenomena and to what

extent thet effects and conditions under which they vat,* are transferable lo the OC concept.
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APPENDIX A: A STATEMENT ON DUALITY CIRCLES

Ittitibil S. Statement on Quality Circles at Morton Chetnioel

Definition
A Quality Circle is a teem of people. who do similar wok meeting
regularly to discuss and solve problems related to their work.

Organization
L Circle Members

1. Are volunteers
2. Are free to pin, not to ion . or to drop out of a code
3. Identify. analyze. and solve problems related to their work
4. Can accept or refuse problems submitted from any source
S. Present potential solutions at problems to management for approval
S. Wil not discuss during meetings the following:

a. Salaries and benefits
b. Hiring and firing policies
C. Formulating new products
'd. PersonalMee

7. Strive to improve communications between all employees
I. Meet once a week for one hour and we paid for one hour overtime.

S . Circle Leaders
1. Are chosen by the circle members
2. Train circle members in Quality Circle techniques
3. Work with the facilitator to maintain continuity of the Quality

Moles Program
4. Ars responsible for the operation of the circle

C. Facilitator
1. Is a volunteer approved by the Steering Committee
2. Is responsible fur the Quality Circle Program
3. Trains leaders and members in problem solving techniques
4. Mentenance records
5. Interlaces between circles. ihe Stewing Committee, and other indi-

viduals and groups within the company

D. Steering Committee
1. Will be supportive of the Quality Circles Program
2. Will provide guidance and direction to the Quality Circles
3. Will attend circle meetings and management presentations if re-

quested
4. Will implement solutions to problems recommended by quality

circle when feasible and practical

E. Goals
1. To allow circle members to recommend solutions to problems in

thee wont environment
2. To improve communications between all employees at all levels
3. To improve employee knowledge of Polyset manufacture, control.

and end use
4. To create an atmosphere of trust understanding and mutuai respect

among all employees of the ElectrodiElectronsc Matanals Group
S. To improve quality, productivity Ind working conditions by finding

sokitions to problems affecting our group

From Gryna, 1981, p. 51-52
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APPENDIX It METHOD OF UTERATURE SEARCH

For the search of OC Rerature, in the period october - december 1988, the following resources

were used:

1. The PICA system of the University of TweNe. Identifiers wore twallteltscidceW,

Imaliteitskringen', 'dually, 'circles en twariteitsvorbetedng*. These Moralists were

looked for in titles of publications. The yield was 4 useful publications.

2. Bbliograric magazines were reviewed on the identifiers 'qualky circie(s) and 'quality

drcies in education'. Three magazines were surched:

Education index, vol. 57(1) sap. 1985 through vol. 80(4) dec. 1988; 15 magazine

articles were found.

Current index to journals in education, vol. 20 jan. - dec. 1988; 3 magazine articies

were found.

Current contents, vol. 20(38) sap. 1988 through vol. 20(48) nov. 1988; 7 magazine

articles were found.

Because reviewing the bibliogratic magazines was my tar. vaunting and yielded but

marginal results, decided Was to search on CO-ROM. The ER! 4stitisse in Syracuse NY was

used as source. Identifier was *Wily circles'. The search yielded 128 publications In the

period 1980 - 1988. There were 80 magazine articles and 48 reports, papers or books. There

was a small overlap with the results from the bibliovrafic magazines.

Of the comprehensive list so far, only about 20 out of 150 publications could be found within

the University of Twente. The rest was ordered from other institutions in the Netherlands and

from some institutions in the United Kingdom. A total of about 125 publications wail received

and a closer review of the publications learned thet about 80 were useful for thorough

investigation.
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Based on this sample of 00 publications. the snowbell-com-melhod was used. In the kts of

references of the 00 publications k was caicualsted which publications were relerenoed most

frequently. Those publications were considered to be %Mulct in the Mold of Quality Mist

The dusts that were not in the sample of 00 were ordered.

Whie irwestigating the sem* other relevant publications were discovered. or became the

author(s) mentioned then or because they seemed to be Interesting hom the We appearing in

the Nat of references. A falIV vast amount of these Isar found ankles couid be found in the

library of rthe faculty of Industrial Engineering. the Central Mary of the Unkerally of Talents

and in the private (*Section on Quality Circles of Josk Wakes of the faculty of locksWiel

Engineering.

A total of over 110 publications were used in this report
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